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ANNUAL DINNER 2017 

 
On 12 January 2018, the K-One Group held its Annual Dinner for 2017 in the ballroom of the Kinta Riverfront Hotel in 

Ipoh. The combined office and production staff of the K-One Group were present in full strength to celebrate the 

achievements of the past year (2017) as well as re-energize to face the challenges for the months ahead in 2018. The 

sheer size of the Group was evident when the crowd of more than 300 staff and invited guests began to congregate at 

the ballroom foyer at the tick of 5 pm . The excited chatters, smiling faces and bursts of laughter created a lively 

atmosphere and set the tone for an unforgetable night ahead. 

 
Three cheers to the K-One “Family” 

 

At 6.15pm, the event began with opening remarks by K-One’s co-founders; Dato’ Martin Lim, CEO and Edwin Lim, 

Chairman. The CEO and Chairman summarized the ups and downs of the past year (2017) and more importantly urged 

all staff to take on new challenges in our own stride with confidence for the year ahead. They expressed gratitude 

towards the staff’s efforts for working along side the Management  to achieve its goals throughtout the year. The 

crowd applauded in full force as the speakers gave a toast to more future successes and to begin the night’s much 

anticpated celebration.  

 

The Annual Dinner also provided the Group’s staff an opportunity to showcase their flare for fashion in a “Best 
Dressed” competition. Not forgetting the karaoke and dancing enthusiasts, it also threw in “Singing” and Dancing” 
competitions to discover the next singing and dancing stars amongst the Group’s staff. They certainly did not 

disappoint! For sure, there are quite a few hidden talents amongst K-One staff which was a pleasant surprise to many 

as they witnessed their colleagues bursting into song or busting their dance moves on stage. 

 

NEWS FLASH 
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Contestants for the Best Dressed competition turned heads and lit up the night with their stunning outfits from head-to-toe. 

 

The highlight of the evening was the Awards Ceremony presentation for “Best Dressed – Male and Female”, 

“Production Staff Best Attendance, Productivity and Attitude”, Best Dance Group and Best Singer. For those that did 

not yet bag a prize, several lucky draw competitions provided a chance for those who missed the opportunity to bring 

something home.  

 

 
Left: Recipients for Production Staff Best Attendance, Productivity and Attitude are the model employees you want to emulate. 

Middle and Right: Best Dressed Award – Male and Female winners exuding effortless style. 
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Our Top 3 Best Singers that stole our hearts with their 

spellbinding voices. 

Winners of Best Dance Group proving you definitely want to 

invite them to your next dance party. 

 

The Annual Dinner carried on into the night with a mouth-watering buffet spread of fusion cuisine, dessert and drinks 

accompanied by music from a live band. We hope that everyone had a memorable evening where they are able to 

share some quality time together away from their desks and let their hair down in a relaxed atmosphere.  

 

 

 
Flashing their pearly whites and posing for the camera while waiting to tuck in to that aromatic buffet. 
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K-One certaintly not lacking in the talent department – from Bollywood dancing, piano playing and voices of angels, our diverse 

group can keep you entertained all night long. 

 

   
 

 

 

 

It’s time to get this party started! Boogeying to the music, 
eating to our heart’s content and not forgetting that 
mandatory selfie under the disco lights of the ballroom. 

 

 
Confetti thrown into the air made for a colourful mess on stage signifying the end of a successful night. 


